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JEAN-BAPTISTE DEBRET'S 
RETURN OF THE NEGRO HUNTERS, 
THE BRAZILIAN ROCA AND THE INTERSTICES 
OF EMPIRE* 
AMYJ.BUONO 
Department of History of Art and Architecture, 
University of California, Santa Barbara 
Je me suis propose de suivre dans cet ouvrage le plan que 
me trai;ait la logique. C'est-a-dire, la marche progressive de la 
civilisati.<m au BresiL Des lorsj'ai du commencer par repro-
duire les tendences instinctives de l'indigene sauvage, et 
rechercher pas a passes progres dans l'imitation de l'in-
dustrie du colon bresilien, heritier lui-meme des traditions 
de sa mere-patrie. 
Jean-Baptiste Debret, Voy~ pittomque et historique au Bresil 
(Paris, 1834-1839) 
Cownial progress and the imagery of empire 
Jean-Baptiste Debret's Return of the Negro Hunters to the City/Return of a Naturalists 
Negroes (fig. 1) appeared in Volume II of his Voya~ pittoresque et historique au 
Bresil (fig. 2), a three-volume set of 156 lithographs accompanied by narrative 
text. This work was published in Paris between the years 1834-1839, after 
Debret's fifteen-year sojourn in Rio de Janeiro.1 Most cultural historians agree 
• This paper is developed out of my Master's Thesis, "Natural History and the Space of 
Empire in Jean-Baptiste Debret's Voyagr pittoRSque et his~ au Bmil' (University of California, 
Santa Barbara, 2002). I would like to offer my sincere thanks to Professors Swati Chattopadbyay, 
Timothy McGovern, Francis Dutra, Mark Meadow and, most especially my advisor, Professor 
Jeanette Favrot Peterson, for their helpful insights and editorial comments. 
1 Debret's three-volume compendium is approximately 51 cm in height and consists of a 
total of 508 pages of text. For the history of Debret's volumes, including dimensions and number 
of prints in copies that survive, see Ruben Borba de Moraes, Bibliographic. Brasiliana (Amsterdam, 
1958), pp. 214-215. 
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I.Jean-Baptiste Debret (1768-1848). Return of the Negro 
Hunters to the City/Return of a Naturalist's Negroes. 
From Voyage pittoresque et historique au Bresi~ volume II 
(Paris, 1835), PL 19. Lithograph. Private Collection. 
VOYAGE 
Pl'n'O&l!SQUti n lll!TO&IQIJE 
AU BRESIL, 
---..-----. 
.,.,._,,,.,,,.,___..,, .. J:...w...41J',•• . .&1..,, 
_,,.__ 
PAR J. 8.. DalNln. 
TfJMF. PREMTER. 
2. Jean-Baptiste Debret (1768-1848). 
Title Page. From Voyage pit~sque 
et historique au Bresi~ volume I 
(Paris, 1834). Page 1. Lithograph. 
Private Collection. 
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that Debret's lithographs (including &tum of the Negro Hunters) provide some 
of the most complex visual records available on a wide range of particular 
Brazilian colonial histories. This assessment, though, seldom moves beyond 
mere assertion to address his images critically. Debret is the best known and 
most prolific of the nineteenth-century documentarians in Brazil. Scholars 
commonly considered him to be the first artist to picture colonial Brazilian 
life comprehensively, covering a spectrum of social class, race, and gender.2 
His images treat a diverse series of human situations: from the cannibal feasts 
of indigenous Brazilians or the tragedy of emaciated slaves just arrived by ship, 
to domestic scenes of colonial family life and the pomp and splendor of the 
Portuguese court. 
Despite the range of subjects that Debret illustrates, historians of Brazil 
have usually only reproduced his images of Afro-Brazilian slaves. This is under-
standable, given the political, social and economic interest in the topic and 
the fact that Debret is one of the few artists who portrayed the horrors of slav-
ery in Brazil at so early date.3 The keen interest in slavery as an historical topic 
has also led some scholars to assume that all Afro-Brazilians depicted in Debret's 
volumes are slaves, when many individuals may in fact have been free.4 While 
acknowledging the importance of examining Debret's images of slavery in light 
During lhe research for chis paper I have utilized lhree original copies of Debret's Vay~ 
UCLA's Special Collection's hand-tinted edition (acquired in 1972); Cincinnati's Hamilton County 
Public Library's untinted edition (acquired in 1876); Harvard University's Houghton Library's 
untinted edition (acquired in 1892); and a tinted Private Collection edition. 
2 See Rodrigo Nave, "Debret, 0 Neoclassicismo ea Escravidao", in Afonna dificil: ensaios 
solm arte brasileira (Sao Paulo, 1996), p. 44. Nave offers an interesting discussion of how Debret 
transforms the style of French neoclassicism: when he arrives in Brazil, he exalts lhe realities of 
everyday existence of local peoples, instead of depicting lhe heroic plights of ancient civiliza-
tions. Nave argues chat ocher European artists working in Brazil, such as Nicolas Antoine Taunay 
(175!>-18!10), Thomas Ender (1793-1875) andjohann Maurits Rugendas (1802-1858) merely 
attempted to capture particular themes of Brazilian life, while never achieving lhe diversity or 
breadth of Debret. 
5 Debret's images of lhe slave trade in Rio stand as some of lhe earliest critical illustrations 
produced in Soulh America and prc-<iate lhe abolitionist press chat appears decades later in Rio. 
Debret's ambiguous critique of slavery, however, has never been adequately addressed in schol-
arship. For chis reason, no doubt, chis corpus of Debret's images still holds a fascination for his-
torians of Latin America. For a broad overview of Debret's slavery images, as well as a discussion 
of abolitionist images in Europe at lhe beginning of lhe nineteenth century, see Hugh Honor's 
"Abolitionist Sentiments", and "Brazil or Picturesque Slavery", in The I~ of the Black in Western 
Art, Ladislas Bugner and Karen C.C. Dalton (eds.) (Cambridge, 1989), pp. 119-126 and pp. 1!17-
146. For a discussion of abolitionism in Brazil, see Leslie Bethell, The Abolition of the Brm.ilian Slave 
']Tade: Britain, Braz.ii and the Slave 1Tade Question, 1807-1869 (Cambridge, 1970). 
4 As just one example of lhe tendency to focalize on lhese sets of images, a recently pub-
lished dictionary of colonial Brazil, under lhe entry of "slavery", shows Debret's illustration of 
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of an abolitionist discourse in South America, my own interests lie more with 
considering the full range of images and the narrative structure of Debret's 
three-volume Voya~ as a whole. I hope thereby to contextualize a particular 
image of Afro-Brazilian men, the Return of the Negro Hunters, in broader issues 
of colonialism and its institutions. 
From the outset, I wish to underscore the problematic nature of viewing 
Debret's pictorial legacy as a transparent window onto the historical realities of 
colonial Brazil. T~e truth-value of his images, their function as reportage, is 
subordinate to their capacity to reveal colonial desires and anxieties. Whatever 
the value of Debret's depictions as evidence of the quotidian facts of colonial 
life, such nineteenth-century colonial landscapes, as has been well established, 
equally serve to project the spatial imaginations of European travelers.5 By 
emphasizing post-colonial and revisionist perspectives, I also seek in this paper 
to problematize the pictorial record of colonialism. As we shall see, the colo-
nial enterprise is figured complexly in this image through the race of the fig-
ures depicted, the landscape through which they move and the naturalist prcr 
fession in which they are engaged. 
Return of the Negro Hunters is unusual because it depicts the process of 
acquiring natural specimens, something rarely shown in the period, and fur-
ther because Debret designates the man in the lower right-hand corner as a 
naturalist. According to the title Debret provides, this image represents not 
just hunters returning with their kill, but a more specialized group bearing 
specimens to supply a burgeoning European interest in natural history. I want 
to closely look at this image to show how Debret uses the landscape itself as a 
means of figuring a process of colonial social transformation. In other words, 
Debret's Return of the Negro Hunters is an example of the metaphorical function 
of landscape in the early nineteenth-century Portuguese/French imperialist 
enterprise.6 
Afro-Brazilian men processing sugarcane. It is unclear if these Afro-Brazilians arc, in fact, free or 
slave men. See Ronaldo Vainfas, "Escravidio", in Dicionlirio do Brasil Colonial (1500-1808), (Rio de 
Janeiro, 2000), pp. 205-209. A recent exhibition on Brazilian slavery at the Museu do H11men do 
Nordestein Recife, Brazil (2002) featured instruments/ artifacts of slavery accompanied by blown-
up images from Debret's Voyagr as context. 
5 Two books have been provided particularly useful models for my own projecL Mary 
Louise Pratt, in Imperial Eyes: Travel HTitingand Transculturation (London, 1992) does an excellent 
job of discussing the European expansionist enterprise in Latin America, and examines the move-
ment of representation between the periphery and the metropollil, through such avenues as trav-
el writing. Simon Ryan, in TM CartogmpllicEye: How&plom-s Saw Australia (New York, 1996) pro-
vides a compelling argument about the power of an explorer's cultural formation, and thus the 
European cultural construction of images. 
6 All of the translations from French and Portuguese are my own. 1 am keenly aware that 
the process of translation itself is highly problematic and always involves a reinterpretation of the 
original texL In an attempt to reconstruct a nineteenth-century reading of Debret's book I pay 
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Debret's hand-tinted lithograph, published in 1835, depicts six Afro-
Brazilian men returning from a natural history expedition in the interior 
of Brazil. The figures carry the professional accoutrements of naturalist -a 
butterfly net, a collecting box, diverse specimens live and dead, and broad.-
brimmed protective hats, one of which is adorned with captured insects. What 
is the significance of depicting the acquisition and possession of natural speci-
mens? Why did Debret make a lithograph showing local Brazilians, and not the 
more expected European foreigners, in this professional capacity? Why does 
Debret show these men and their jungle acquisitions in this open and barren 
zone, rather than either the forest or the museum? As I shall demonstrate, this 
lithograph operates on many levels. This image is not a transparent pictorial doc-
ument of colonial life, but a carefully scripted tableau of the project and process 
of colonization in Brazil, and the ideological framework that motivates and for-
tifies such structures. Debret shows the hunters and the naturalist taking part in 
a process integral to the construction of empire -the control of Brazil's vast 
spaces through the gathering and classifying of its natural resources. 
In Debret's images, space operates heuristically: he can rely on his images 
of the spaces of wilderness, frontiers and urban centers to resonate with received 
categories and modes of perception for his nineteenth-century viewers and can 
thus shape their overall response to his subjecL Into these familiar pictorial 
constructs, Debret interjects cultural peculiarities that make him an effective 
ethnographer for his European audience. Indeed, the visual layout of the book 
as a whole, where these cultural and spatial constructs are descriptively com-
partmentalized, allows Debret to display culture as if in the discrete museum 
cabinets of the recently institutionalized natural history museums of Europe. 
The space through which these men journey is as important to consider 
as what they are doing. They inhabit an open and barren zone situated between 
scrupulous attention to Debret's original French word usage and ornate sentence construction. 
Most of the texts I am citing are from the original French first edition of the book, obtained from 
UCLA's Special Collections. See Jean-Baptiste Debret, Voy~ pittomqiu et historique au Brisil, ou 
sijour d'un artiste frotlfaise au Brisil, depuis 1816 jusq" en 1831 inclusivement tpoque tk l'avenement et 
tk l' abdication tk S.M. Dom Pedro ler fondateur tk /'Empire brlsilien (Paris, 1834-1839) . There has 
been no English translation to date. For the English title and consequent translation, I'm choos-
ing to use the word "negro", instead of "black", because Debret himself used the term "negre", in 
French, and not "noir". 
A late eighteenth-century French dictionary defines the term "negre" as people from acer-
tain geographic region, one in distinction from North Africa: "The Moors are peoples from the 
Mediterranean coast of Africa; those people from the Oceanic coast of Africa are called negroes, 
who are transported to European colonies and serve as slaves". The dictionary entry in French 
reads: "On apele Mom les Peuples de l'Afrique du core de la Mcditerranee; et Negres, ceux qui sont 
du cote de !'Ocean, et sur-tout, ceux qu'on transporte dans Jes Colonies Europeennes, et qui y 
servent comme esclaves". See Jean-Fran~ois Feraud's Dictionaire critiqw, tk la langue /roflfaise. Vol. 
II (Marseille, 1787-1788), p. 168. 
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the last vestiges of the tangled jungle just visible to the right and the first glimpse 
of the ordered architectural space of the town emerging at left, towards which 
they are heading. This central space is thus one of transition and transforma-
tion; it is a space that mediates between contrasting worlds. Above all, this is 
an image of progress enacted through such cultural institutions as natural his-
tory, a progress both of the Portuguese-Brazilian empire expanding itself out 
into the hinterlands of this vast territory, and of the local individual, who can 
move freely between jungle and city, as he escapes the institution of slavery by 
gaining the professional knowledge of the naturalist. 
Debret himself characterizes his Voyage as presenting the "progressive 
march of civilization" in nineteenth-century Brazil, a triumphal process acted 
out on the course three volumes of images. Volume I of Debret's Voyagl1 sets 
the stage for his proto-Positivist narrative by featuring dichotomized tropes of 
empire.7 For example, Volume I uses both the trope of "savagery" and that 
of the "noble savage" to illustrate Brazil's native peoples, as well as their cus-
toms and material culture, as a state of social origins.8 We can, for example, see 
the stereotypical savage in the cannibal scene titled Botocudos, Puri.s, Pata.x6s, and 
Maxacalis or Gamelas (fig. 3). One of the naked men breaks a tree limb across 
his head like a crazed animal, while another, with a wild look in his eye, eats 
the succulent limb of a human. An armadillo and a parrot are lying dead in the 
foreground, providing a heightened sense of devastation. Scholars have recent-
ly discovered that Debret did many on-site sketches during his visit to indige-
nous communities in southern coastal Brazil, which were eventually used for 
Volume I of the Voyagi-. These images can thus be seen as a clever amalgama-
tion of actual observation and of the sort of sensationalized image of canni-
balism that Debret knew would appeal to the European popular market. 
Where the cannibal drawing shows the bestial antithesis of civilization, the 
equally stereotypical noble savage, on the right, provides a primitivized mirror 
of European civilization. Debret's Camacii Indian Family Preparing a Feast (fig. 4), 
uses romanticized, Arcadian visual language to illustrate a peaceful indigenous 
7 This discussion of the implicit "tropes" in colonial discourse was an idea first posited by 
the cultural historian Hayden White, who examined how metaphors, tropes and other allegorical 
motifs helped "figure" European superiority. See Hayden White, Tropics of Discourse (Baltimore, 
1978). For an extension of White's discussion of the power of imperial tropes in colonial dis-
course, see Ella Shobat and Robert Stam, "Tropes of Empire", Unthinking Eurountrism: Multicu[... 
tumlism and the Media (London, 1994), pp. 137-170. 
8 This volume, because of a particularly gruesome image of a cannibal scene, has been dis-
missed by historians as fantastical, the work of a European imaginatively reconfiguring early-mod-
ern engravings of the New World. The major voice behind this view was the Debret biographer, 
J.F. Almeida Prado, who insists that "these images have no historical value today because he 
[Debret] preferred the curious aspects and failed to indicate which tribes they came from". See 
Prado's definitive biography, Jean-Baptiste Delmt (Sio Paulo, 1979), pp. 56, 68. 
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3.Jean-Baptiste Debret (1768-1848). 
Botocudos, Puris, Pataxos and Maxacalis or Gamelas. 
From Voyage pittoresqv.e et historique au Bresi~ volume I 
(Paris, 1834), Pl. 1. Lithograph. Private Collection. 
4. Jean-Baptiste Debret ( 1768-1848). 
Camaca Indian Family Preparing a Feast. 
From Voyage pittoresqv.e et historique au Bresi~ volume I 
(Paris, 1834), Pl. 3. Lithograph. Private Collection. 
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family preparing for a feast. The man stands in Classical contraposto while reach-
ing to take a sign of the civilized -a bowl- which a child is handing him (in 
contrast to the "savage" images, which lacks all signs of material culture). The 
woman and child on the hammock are recognizably reminiscent of a European 
Madonna and child. Despite their differences, these two images both repre-
sent a pre-civilized condition, the first stage in the organizational scheme of the 
book as a whole, in which the reader/viewer follows a path of cultural evolu-
tion that has strong affinities to Auguste Comte's model of social Positivism.9 
The images of Volume II, including the Return of the Negro Hunters, rep-
resent the next stage of civilization -a transitional state between the infancy 
of the jungle and adulthood of the Luso-Brazilian court. The middle segment of 
Debret's book project moves out of the jungle wilderness and into urban inte-
riors, where Debret is fascinated with the social dynamics of the city and with 
the everyday activities of the free and slave populations of Rio de Janeiro. 
In Dinner in Brazil (fig. 5), for example, the Portuguese couple consumes 
their mid-day meal in a well-appointed domestic space, complete with watchful 
servants, a lace tablecloth, Portuguese wine and a bountiful table of roast chick-
en, greens and rice. The mistress of the house feeds the small Afro-Brazilian 
children on the floor as if they were domestic animals. These children, nude 
and with protruding bellies reminiscent of the figures in the cannibal scene, 
are in the process of being civilized. They thus represent something akin to 
adolescence in Debret's developmental sequence of Brazilian society, clearly 
related to what we have seen in Return of the Negro Hunters. 
As Debret's biological and cultural journey is elaborated in Volume III, 
which represents the culmination of positivist development, he dispenses with 
the tropes of alterity in favor of those of civilization, centering on the Portuguese 
court. In this volume, we move out of the jungles, out of the "messy" socio-
political dynamics of the colonial world, and move into the carefully scripted 
realm of imperial performance. Almost like a fashion plate, the unprepossess-
ing Portraits of the Archduchess, Qµeen and Princess (fig. 6) displays the courtly cos-
9 See Auguste Comte, August Comte and Positivism: the Essential Writin1:3o Gertrude Lenzer 
(ed.) (New York, 1977), p . 197, and Ralph Lee Woodward, Jr. (ed.), Positivism in Latin America, 
1850-1900: Art Order and Progms Reconcilabf.er (Lexington, 1971), ix. 
Comte's early writings (and first essay) are discussed in Mary Pickering, Auguste Comte: An 
lnte/Jectual Biography (Cambridge, 1994), pp. 34-38. For concise translations of Comte's writings, 
see G. Lenzer, Augustt Comtt. Historian E. Bradford Burns provides an excellent discussion of 
French books circulating in Brazil in the eighteenth and nineteenth cenruries, as well as the French 
bookshops established in Rio de Janeiro in the colonial period. See E.B. Bums, "Concerning the 
Transmission and Dissemination of the Enlightenment in Brazil", The /~American Enlightenment, 
A Owen Aldridge (ed.) (Urbana, 1971), pp. 256-282. Anecdotally, we might note that Debret 
taught industrial design at the prestigious Ecole Polytechnique less than a decade before Comte 
enrolled there as a student. See Pickering, Auguste Comte, pp. 17-34. 
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5. Jean-Baptiste Debret ( 1768-1848). Dinner in Bra:z.iL 
From Voyage pitturesque et histurique au Bresi~ volume II 
(Paris, 1835), Pl. 7. Lithograph. Private Collection. 
6.Jean-Baptiste Debret (1768-1848). 
Portraits of the Archduchess, Queen 
and Princess. From Voyage pittoresqm 
et historique au Bresi~ volume III 
(Paris, 1839). Lithograph. 
Private Collection. 
.w~tP.O.oi"'r'fP. 
..,er ...... &..6.1 
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tumes of the women while the central ceremonial image of the Acclamation of 
Dom Pedro, Emperor of Brazil (fig. 7), demonstrates one of the rituals of court 
life. The costumes and rituals, and even Debret's compositions, are here specif-
ically based on French models, reminding us both of Debret's background as 
a French academic painter, and of the Portuguese court's adoption of French 
behavior and spectacle. 
Before proceeding any further it is important to properly contextualize 
Debret's book project in the social and cultural politics of the early nineteenth-
century Luso-Brazilian world. In the early 1800s, Portugal found itself in a tense 
political situation, caught between its traditional alliance with Great Britain 
and the demands of Napoleon in his quest for control of Europe.IO In 1807 
Prince Regent Dom Joao arrived in Brazil with a naval fleet of eight vessels, 
three frigates, and two brigs, along with twenty-one commercial ships and 
approximately 15 000 people.11 He became king shortly thereafter, making 
the city of Rio de Janeiro the capital of the United Kingdoms of Portugal, 
Brazil and the Algarves.12 These were extraordinary measures to take; this was 
the first and only time in history that a European nation was ruled from one 
of its colonies. 
In Brazil, the Portuguese court encountered an unfamiliar topography 
consisting of a few major coastal cities, extensive agricultural hinterlands, track-
less areas of arid wastelands, and still greater regions of the dense, inhospitable 
jungles that so awed sixteenth-century explorers. These vast unfamiliar spaces, 
so different from the small, mountainous and comparatively infertile terrain 
of Portugal, no doubt propelled the process of "civilizing" the land for eco-
nomic and cultural production. 
Part of this process was the creation of new cultural institutions. In the 
year 1816, Domjoao established the French Artistic Mission, a new colonial 
enterprise, a mission not of religion but of art. Debret came to Brazil as a lead-
ing member of the Mission. Debret's institutional connections extended beyond 
the artistic mission. Within two years, in 1818, Dom Joao founded the Royal 
10 A succinct discussion of Napoleon's 1807 entry into the Iberian Peninsula, see E. 
Bradford Bums, A History of Brazi~ 3rd ed. (New York, 1998), pp. 111-115. 
11 For an interesting discussion of the voyage across the Atlantic and the impact of the 
Portuguese coun on life in Rio de Janeiro see Maria Beatriz Nizza da Silva, "D. Joao no Brasil 
(1808-1821)", in the new exhibition catalogue D.]otio VI eo Seu Tempo (Lisbon, 1999), pp. 874-889, 
and Jurandir Malerba, A CoTte no Exllio, civili:i:a¢o e podeT no Brasil tis visperw da Irnkpendincia 
(1808-1821), (Siio Paulo, 2000), pp. 19-50. For the transfer of the court to Rio see also Kirsten 
Schultz's recently published 1'ropical Ver3ailles: Empi~, Monarchy and the POTtugiuse Rujal Court in Rio 
de]aneiro, 1808-1821 (New York, 2001). 
12 By 1808, Brazil's ports were open to foreign trade, primarily that of England. Foreign 
trade was then reestablished without having to touch the shores of the European city of Lisbon. 
This an important historical moment, for it helps Brazilian planters attain a higher price for their 
crops and is a key antecedent to the growing independence movement. 
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7.Jean-Baptiste Debret (1768-1848) . 
Acclamation of Dom Pedro, Emperor of Brazil 
From Voyage pittOTeSque et historique au Bresi~ volume III 
(Paris, 1839). Lithograph. Private Collection. 
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Museum of Rio de Janeiro, a museum devoted to the study and display of nat-
ural history, to which Debret was also attached. 
Debret's Afro-Brazilian naturalist is both an agent of the colonizing 
process and one of its products. Overall, Debret's compendium of text and 
image visualizes this process as one of acculturation, pre-figuring Positivist con-
cepts of social evolution. As a unit, the three volumes serve to reinforce a belief 
in the "natural progression" of Brazilian civilization. That is to say, Debret 
treats the many facets of Brazilian culture, the socio-political and economic 
structures of Brazilian society, as if they represent a "natural" and preordained 
process of cultural development. 
Debret's Return of the Negro Hunters occupies an undeveloped space 
between the town to the left, represented in a valley with a few buildings and 
the forest in the lower right comer, suggested by the twisted vines and tree 
trunks. In terms of the social spaces of colonial Brazil, the viewer is thrust into 
an intermediate middle ground, neither in the wild hinterlands of the "natu-
ral" world nor in the familiar cityscape of the "civilized" world. In a quite tech-
nical sense, what Debret shows us here is a liminal space; a place of transition, 
of transformation; the interstices of empire. This landscape is where a form of 
colonial contestation and cultural negotiation take place, where the things 
of the natural world pass through on their way to the controlled spaces of 
natural science and imperial institutions. On a social level, the actual and the 
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symbolic landscape Debret depicts is the site in which a marginalized "other" 
can professionalize himself and thereby gain a legitimate entry into the cul-
ture and economy of Brazil. 
We must remember that this image is but one in a lengthy series pub-
lished in book format and intended to be viewed in conjunction with its text. 
It is fruitful to read the images concurrent with the text, as Debret himself pre-
sented them. Before we begin to take apart his lengthy narrative, it is impor-
tant to read it in full. 
&tum of the Negro Hunters to the City 
It is principally in rural areas [~a] where negroes who become professional 
hunters are raised. It is there that, destined from [their] youth to accompany the 
convoys, or even their master alone on long and painful journeys, they always 
walk armed with a rifle, as much for their personal safety as for the catching of 
provisions during these indispensable stops in the heart of the virgin forests. 
So passionate for this way of life is the negro of the ~a, that he aspires to 
liberty only (in order) to return to the forest as a professional hunter, and to give 
himself over, without reserve, to a preference which at the same time serves his 
interests. 
Free then, and without dread of the whip, the right to reason makes him 
a supplier as clever as the white man from whom he knows taste; and, perfectly 
aware of the value of a fine specimen mixed with a hunt brought from the city, 
he will offer it according to the preference of a cook of a wealthy household, and 
is paid well; combining intelligence to industry, he thus renders his profession, 
very lucratively. 
Other negro hunters, dedicated more particularly to collections of natu-
ral history, will stay for several months in the forests and come back one or two 
times per year bringing collections collected for amateurs of natural history who 
await them in Rio de Janeiro. 
With the same goal, the administration of the Imperial Museum of Natural 
History also sustains negro hunters dispersed in diverse points of Brazil. 
&tum of a Naturalist's Negroes 
The negro, capable of being a good slave to a naturalist, can be considered a 
model of the most generous travel companion, whose intelligence is equal to his 
devotion. Also we have seen frequent occasions of generosity extended by some 
foreign naturalists, who, coming to Brazil to visit, and upon return from their 
excursions to the interior, have freed their faithful travel companion as com-
pensation for his difficult services. 
This negro, not only happy for his freedom, is even more so for his indus-
try, having acquired, near to his liberator, a certain ability in the preparation of 
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objects of natural history which make him desirable as a guide for a particular 
fee, payable upon return; and as a free man this time, he begins a first business 
venture. 
Remaining in the city, becoming a naturalist in his tum, he serves as a mid-
dleman for some negro servants to be introduced to foreign ministers and offers 
them some objects of natural history whose sale procures for him new commis-
sions. However, this freedom isn't always the recompense that they aspire to. In 
others [negroes], due to the excess of their master of whom they have saved sev-
eral times, ask him as recompense to follow and die in his service. 
Observing the group of negroes that descend, you can recognize in the 
product of their hunt some animals whose meat is valued; primarily the armadil-
lo, that you can see here suspended from the hunter's stick; this little animal, 
familiar to many of the enormous ovens of Brazil, is dressed in a bony shell, with 
hinges, a type of armor within which, during a time, he can withdraw, head and 
paws: a system of defense of the crustacean family. The Brazilians highly value 
the delicate meat, very similar to rabbit, but displeasing to the European palate 
for its strong flavor and the analogy between its smell and that of cat urine, that 
even (with) a prodigality of spices will not absorb. You can see, also, that the straw 
hatted hunter with plumes has a stick that has a large lizard fastened and sus-
pended, another quadruped notable for his delicate flesh, whose flavor is remi-
niscent of frog and rabbit. This precious hunt can be purchased easily in the city 
for three patacas [six French Francs]. 
The tree with large cut leaves that you see on the summit is the ambaiba, 
common to humid climates. It is called the sloth's tree, a name taken from the 
quadruped carried here by the third hunter. 
The sloth is this animal with long hair, grey colored, and with a smiling 
physiognomy that you see here bearing the attitude of a monkey, with a small 
rod behind his head; his name is proof of his extraordinary slow movements 
and his almost habitual immobility. With a face almost human-like, whose lips and 
whose eyebrows seem to reveal fright, he demonstrates how he is so insensitive 
to wounds with a blow that, impassive, he limits himself, in a few seconds, to a 
swift tum of the head, stopping the movement like this as if he had already for-
gotten the pain. 
Always indolent, even when he is goaded on by hunger, he takes an infi-
nite amount of time to crawl up the amhaiba tree, whose leaves exclusively con-
stitute his diet. Sufficiently fed with two or three leaves, he lets himself slowly 
slide down the long trunk, to avoid the work of descending, and finally, squat-
ting on the ground, in a lethargic state, he quietly digests, and this is the oppor-
tune moment to catch him. There are two prudent ways for carrying him: the 
first consists of letting him grab himself with his fingernails to a stick, a position 
which he maintains during the course; the second is what is designed here: fix-
ing all of his attention on the arms, abandoning, to an extent, the rest of his 
body in the position they placed him. 
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It is easy to recognize the negro of a naturalist, by his manner of carrying a 
live snake and for his enormous straw hat skewered with butterflies and insects 
straightened with long pins. He always walks armed with a rifle and carrying on 
his shoulder belt a box of insects. The naturalists add to the use of cork in the 
decoration of the boxes by means of a white, soft and fibrous substance of nopal 
or pau-pita (in Portuguese) cactus leaves. This serves equally as a kind of tinder, 
lighted it can be used to make a fire from one day to the next during voyages. You 
can also see twice as much activity of the negro naturalists in Rio de Janeiro, by 
the arrival of each French ship. The officials of these ships are generally really 
dilettantes of collections of natural history collections.1g 
Debret's accompanying text informs us about his priorities -what he 
felt was important for his viewers to know about the occupations of hunting 
and collecting. The Portuguese word Debret uses to describe this visually and 
conceptually indeterminate space, rofa, is crucial to our understanding of his 
image. Debret's deployment of specialized Portuguese or indigenous words 
often differs from current standardized usage. The word 1V(:a originates in four-
teenth-century Portugal to describe large agricultural terraces. In the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries rora became characterized as a specifically Brazilian 
word, describing farming communities outside of the urban centers of the 
Portuguese-American coastline. The 1V(:a, or countryside, is where beans, com, 
manioc, cotton and other agricultural products were grown and refined and 
has historically been associated with small farms, homesteads and traditional 
folkloric ways of life.14 
Debret, however, visually applies 1V(:a not to fertile farmland, but to the 
open and arid landscape through which his group of hunters/naturalist 
move. The fauna they carry are jungle dwellers, out of place in this barren set-
ting. The artificiality of Debret's constructed landscape -where jungle abrupt-
ly shifts into an open space of transition, only to give way to a settlement, all 
in the space it takes six figures to occupy- reveals much about its symbolic 
function. 
For Debret and his employers, it is within this space that the hunters/nat-
uralist can become useful, active participants in the Luso-Brazilian imperial 
enterprise. Here too, outside of the confines of the city and as a direct result 
of his professional activities as a naturalist or hunter, Debret writes that the 
Afro-Brazilian man is free from the oppression of slavery, that he no longer 
13 I owe a special thanks to Professor Laurie Monahan (University of California, Santa 
Barbara) for refining my French translation of this text. In my translation into English, I retained 
original punctuation and tried to remain as faithful to the text as possible. For the original 
French text see the appendix to this paper, p. 95. 
14 For a hist.ory of the term ro~a see Aurelio Buarque de Holanda Ferreira's Novo dicicmario 
da lingua portuguesa (Rio de Janeiro, I 986), p. 3555. 
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need to aspire to his personal liberty -because he already has it. In this space 
his profession alone gives him freedom: "So passionate for this way of life is 
the negro of the rora, that he aspires to liberty in order to return to the forest 
as a professional hunter". 
Debret continues to describe this right of choice: 
Free then, and without dread of the whip, the right to reason makes him a sup-
plier as clever as the white man from whom he knows taste; and, perfectly aware 
of the value of a fine specimen [ ... ] brought to the city, he will offer it accord-
ing to the preference of a cook of a wealthy household, and is paid well; com-
bining intelligence to industry, he thus renders his profession very lucratively. 
Despite references to the domestic cook, the animals portrayed in the 
image seem more likely destined to be natural specimens than tomorrow's sup-
per. Elsewhere, Debret's narrative indicates that these men are Afro-Brazilian 
hunters accompanied by an Afro-Brazilian naturalist, who may either be self-
employed, working on contract for European naturalists or on the staff of the 
Royal Museum of Natural History in Rio de Janeiro. 
It is through such a space that imperialism extends into the distant 
regions of Brazil, re-shaping the realities not just of land, but also of the Afro-
Brazilian and indigenous populations. It is within this space -this roft:r- that 
these men and women are enfolded into empire. Here the European capaci-
ty for reasoning is extended to them through their professions of hunter and 
naturalist. 
The figure of the Afro-Brazilian naturalist, in the lower right-hand comer, 
serves as the visual locus and primary character for the lithograph.15 Debret 
demonstrates a need to classify everything in his images, and the figure of the 
naturalist is no less important to him. Debret even describes how one can 
identify an Afro-Brazilian naturalist: "[He] is easy to recognize by his manner 
of carrying a live snake and by his enormous straw hat skewered with butter-
flies and insects straightened with long pins". 
The Afro-Brazilian naturalist in Debret's image dons just such an ornate 
chapeu, covered in an assortment of orange and blue butterflies, dragonflies, 
other insects, and a spider perched on the far edge.16 The association of the 
15 Once again, Debret's use of language is extremely confusing. In his caption for this 
image he describes the group of men as "negro hunters". The "negro naturalist", however, is the 
main protagonist of the image and is the man leading the hunters back to the city. To make things 
more confusing, Debret also discusses the "the negroes of a naturalisf, men that are sometimes 
hired by European naturalists to assist them on voyages to the jungle. 
16 It is interesting to note that in a sketch that was used for the basis of another image from 
Vol. II, "Black Chariots", there is a scene with a black man who looks surprisingly similar to the 
Afro-Brazilian naturalist. This traveler, as Debret narrates, is being t.owed, in a portable boat, 
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naturalist with a live and potentially dangerous serpent highlights the inter-
mediary position that he holds as one able to control or tame the wild and 
dangerous natural world of the Brazilian forest. 
Costume is also relevant to our reading of the hunters that accompany 
him. Through the hunters' clothing, Debret indicates the comparatively low 
social status of these men relative to the Afro-Brazilian naturalist. The three 
men to the left all wear loose white-cropped trousers or shorts and brightly 
colored cotton shirts. The man in the background wears overalls and a straw 
hat, of a smaller and different style. By contrast, the naturalist wears distinct-
ly more professional attire, a matching suit, which looks strangely formal for 
the setting. 
The man leading the procession, at the far left, also wears a straw hat, but 
this one is topped with an assortment of tree leaves. This man carries a cap-
tured lizard, whose body is splayed across a branch. We are told, in Debret's 
narrative, that these lizards have delicate flesh with a taste like frog or rabbit, 
and that they are precious commodities, sold in the city for three patacas.17 He 
turns to converse with another of the men, who is shown carrying a stick from 
which dangle a series of brightly colored birds. 
As if classifying them, Debret meticulously details the individual feath-
ers, colors, and beaks of each tropical bird. This is evidence of Debret's fasci-
nation with accurate naturalistic observation, with classification methods and 
the visual description of natural specimens. In this, Debret's work is strikingly 
similar to contemporaneous scientific texts of natural history such as those of 
Ferreira, von Spix & von Martius, as well as Darwin. 
Moving up the hill, towards the horizon line, we see the central figure in 
Debret's composition placidly carrying upon his shoulders a smiling sloth, a 
common companion on these long journeys. Bringing up the rear, half-hid-
den by the rise the others have already mounted, is a man who slings a captured 
armadillo from his long branch. Debret's textual narrative, again, is fascinat-
ing for its anecdotal content. He gives a detailed description of this strange 
New World animal whose sweet meat is a delicacy in local Brazilian cuisine but 
which Europeans abhor. He describes the armadillo's bony shell-like armor 
and its smell, which he describes as like "cat urine" that no amount of spice 
can camouflage. 
By reading Debret's passage we begin to understand the value of hunt-
ing/collecting in the colonial Brazilian marketplace. The armadillo was con-
across a wide river by the teeth of a black slave. The traveler wears a straw hat with a butterfly 
pinned to its brim. Does this hat denote a special status, since he is being towed? The sketch is 
reproduced in Afonso Arinos de Melo Franco's, "Debret and His Times", in Jean-Baptiste Dehm: 
Estudos Iniditos (Rio de Janeiro, 1974), 65. This scene was lithographed for the Firmin Didot edi-
tion but was altered, ever so slightly. 
11 See J.B. Debret, Voyagr (Vol. II), p. 68. 
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sidered to be a desirable item on Brazilian tables and, presumably, brought a 
handsome reward for the hunters -but it was also an intriguing example of 
exotic fauna for Europeans with its articulated shell and defensive behavior. 
These hunts, therefore, served many purposes, producing animals to sell to 
domestic shoppers in the city marketplace as well as to European natural his-
tory collectors and colonial museums based in Rio. 
As we can see in R.eturn of the Negro Hunters as well a whole, Debret pic-
tures the Brazilian ro(:a as a barren, open zone, one that he manipulates for 
his own narratives purposes.18 For Debret, the ro(:a serves as a pictorial link 
with which to connect the Portuguese Empire to a local topographic expanse. 
As viewers' familiar with the range of settings in his three volumes, we can 
perhaps best define Debret's unique depiction of the ro(:a negatively, that is 
by defining what it is not. We know that we are not in the jungle wilderness 
inhabited by indigenous tribes. We also know that we are neither in the fer-
tile agricultural regions of the countryside, nor the bustling city streets of 
Rio, nor in the courtly settings of the Palace. We only understand this strange 
landscape through the figures that inhabit it; Debret's Afro-Brazilian natu-
ralist and hunters provide us with a visual guide for reading, and regarding, 
this landscape. As a space that is notjungle, not-city, Debret's ro(:a metaphor-
ically serves as a site of becoming, as a transitional zone in which the natural-
ist and his accompanying hunters can find and secure a profession, freedom 
and the benefits of civilization. In order for this process to occur, however, it 
must have an institutional basis to provide social and cultural validation for 
their activities. 
Although landscape for Debret is of less consequence than its human 
occupants, it does operate as an indicator of the socio-cultural setting. Even 
though Debret does represent certain desert-like cacti and other plants in the 
foreground of his image, as well as a tall, sparsely leafed tree in the background, 
the Brazilian men inhabiting this landscape are the primary subject.S and the 
landscape is an attribute of their transitional state. Plant life, however1 is anec-
dotally included to explain a particular aspect of Debret's accompanying nar-
rative. For example, Debret discusses the nopal or pau,pita cactus, probably 
that pictured in the foreground, as a kind of tinder that can be lighted to cre-
ate fires during these longjourneys in the forests. 19 
18 Briefly, it merits mentioning that in another ofDebret's drawings, Return of the Naturalist's 
Slaves (1825, Private Collection), a watercolor completed while he was in Brazil, he also pictures 
the rtl(a. Not unique Return of the Negro Hunters, the rtl(a was indeed a space Debret sketched more 
than once and associated with such a profession. In this illustration we see the Afro-Brazilian nat-
uralist, most likely the model he used for the Voyagii lithograph, returning with his insect case, 
snake and young companion, to the city below. The cathedral on the lower horizon, serves as a 
signifier of the civilized space these figure will soon enter. 
19 J.B. Debret, Voyagii (vol. II), p. 68. 
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Moving away from the topographical landscape and into the realm of 
the human landscape, Debret's narrative provides answers as to where these 
men are heading. The hunters and naturalist are free agents, who regularly 
bring back natural specimens to sell to European natural history collectors 
who have docked their ships in the ports of Rio. "Other negro hunters, ded-
icated more particularly to collections of natural history, will stay for several 
months in the forests and come back one or two times per year bringing col-
lections collected for amateurs of natural history who await them in Rio de 
Janeiro".20 
Debret also tells us that these men are representative of a class of contract 
laborers under the employ of the Imperial Museum of Natural History in Rio 
de Janeiro, dispersed throughout Brazil. "With the same goal, the administra-
tion of the Imperial Museum of Natural History also sustains negro hunters 
dispersed in diverse points of Brazil".21 
He closes his narrative by telling his readers how they, too, can observe 
the intense activity of the Afro-Brazilian naturalists by watching the move-
ment of foreign ships in the port: "You can also see twice as much activity of 
the negro naturalists in Rio de Janeiro, by the arrival of each French ship. 
The officials of these ships are generally dilettantes of collections of natural 
history".22 
Debret does not give us a clear explanation as to the many destination(s) 
for the tropical birds, butterflies, lizard, and armadillo that he portrays in his 
lithograph. Perhaps some of these specimens, as he relates, are slated for local 
cuisine, but more likely, they were sold to naturalists and collectors of naturalia 
in the ports of Rio deJaneiro who acquired them for collections of natural his-
tory, both private and public. No doubt, these items would yield a higher price 
for natural history buffs than they would in the common city marketplace. By 
referencing both the visiting French ships and the Imperial Museum, Debret 
makes clear that not all specimens were shipped abroad; some stayed within 
the domestic market as well. 
Empire and the institutU:malizatU:m of nature: 
Colonization through coll.ecting 
20 Ibid., p. 67. 
21 Idem. 
A curious account was given of a lightening bug common in 
Brazil, by the light of which, when placed below a tumbler, 
a person could see to read the smallest print Ladies dressed 
their hair with them in order to attend parties. They also 
22 J.B. Debret, Voy~ (vol. II), p. 68. 
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sewed them in the flounces of their dresses; and, taking 
the present fashion, it would take a large number of them 
to supply this description of ornament[ .. . ). 
Newspaper Article, 1857.23 
There is a relationship between local, Brazilian naturalists and the formation 
of the first natural history museum in Brazil, the Royal Museum (today called 
the National Museum). This museum (founded by DomJoao's decree on June 6, 
1818) established Brazil's first imperial institution devoted to categorizing, col-
lecting, displaying, and researching the natural splendors of the country. 24 The 
establishment of the Royal Museum in Rio was a metropolitan space which 
sought to explain the merits of empire, instilled imperial values, and natural-
ized the consumption of imperial goods. Linking the conceptual spaces of 
imperialism to institutions that showed mastery over the natural world was a 
common tenet of nineteenth-century European cultural and scientific domi-
nation. Examples include the natural history museums that were established 
in London, Paris, Munich, and Lisbon during the late-eighteenth and early-
nineteenth centuries. 25 We cannot forget that in this period the city of Rio de 
Janeiro acted as the capital of the Portuguese Empire. Thus, the Royal Museum 
was functionally a hybrid. For Dom Joao and his court it was an equivalent to 
the metropolitan museums they had left behind in Europe, but it also served 
as a local institutional tool for the control and exploitation of Brazil. Its mea-
gre budget and staff are more reflective of the status of other South American 
2
' I found a cut-out copy of this 1857 article, without any indication of the journal or exact 
date, inside the pages of Volume I of Harvard's Houghton Library copy of Debret's Yo:JI~ The 
Journal appears to be an American newspaper and discusses a recent lecture by the Rev. J.C. 
Fletcher at the Mercantile Library Association. Mr. Fletcher was a missionary in Rio de Janeiro 
and gave a talk in New York regarding the "Empire of Brazil", especially giving details of the nat-
ural world, slavery, and coun life of the new capital city. Its inclusion within the pages of Debret's 
Voyagl! is curious. 
24 Today the museum is called the Museu Nacicnal and is housed in the Palacio Imperial da 
Quinta da Boa Vista, a magnificent pink neoclassical palace which served as one of Dom Joao 's res-
idences, and later as the royal residences of Dom Pedro I and Dom Pedro II, and is administrat-
ed by the departments of Social Anthropology, Zoology, and Botany at the Universidade Federal de 
RW de Janeiro and its collections are in very poor condition due to lack of government funding. 
The museum still houses its original library, close to 430 000 volumes of texts -many of which 
comprised Domjoao's original library, brought from Lisbon. Dilapidated as it may be, the muse-
um also houses one of the world's largest collections of indigenous Brazilian artifacts -spanning 
from the sixteenth to the twentieth centuries-- many objects of which are unique among collec-
tions of pre-Cabralian artifacts. 
25 For an excellent discussion of the origins of histoirt1 naturt1lle in France and the formation 
of the Museum d'Histoirt1 NatuTt!lle during the late eighteenth-century in Paris see E.C. Spary, 
Utopia'.! Garden: French Natural Histcry from Old Regime to Revolution (Chicago, 2000) . 
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museums, while the direct royal patronage more closely links it with those in 
Paris or Vienna. 
Debret's Return of the Negro Hunters condenses the larger hegemonic tenets 
of nineteenth-century imperial ideology, and more specifically, the Positivist 
logic underlying Debret's whole book project In doing so, it exemplifies the 
peculiar intellectual and political exchanges that went into the construction 
of natural history for the purpose of empire building. Debret's book project 
as a whole represents the recurrent nineteenth-century European desire to 
"biologize" distant cultures. The process of hunting and collecting is linked 
to the inevitable institutional end of these endeavors, where within the walls 
of the museum the control of nature is manifest for the purpose of nation build-
ing. Here not only were specimens classified, contained and displayed, but 
new strategies were developed to employ and enfold the colonized popula-
tions in the arms of empire. The institutionalization of the profession of the 
"negro naturalist" is one such example. 
Debret's Return of the Negro Hunters is significant within his Voya~ as a 
whole precisely because it highlights many of the issues prevalent in nineteenth-
century colonial discourse. Not only does this image picture the moment of 
"ethnography-taking" and "ethnography-making", but it demonstrates how 
natural history collecting is conducted largely by the empire's servants, in this 
case, the colonized Brazilian. The Afro-Brazilian naturalist challenges our pre-
conceived notion that ethnographic studies and natural history collecting in 
nineteenth-century Latin America were carried out solely by European scien-
tists. The monumental task of locating, securing, and institutionalizing the 
natural resources of colonial Brazil requires the services of local, and locally 
knowledgeable, specialists. 
The practice of using local labor in such activities was not limited to 
Brazil. A recent study has demonstrated how the Natural History Museum 
of Buenos Aires, Argentina, with a much smaller budget and staff than that of 
the Natural History Museum in Rio de Janeiro, employed native Argentines 
to collect natural specimens from the hinterlands of the country. 26 The Buenos 
Aires Museum offers a case study that is likely similar to the Royal Museum 
in Rio, highlighting the mutually beneficial relationship between local natu-
ralists and the museum administration. As cultural historian Susan Sheets-
Pyenson comments, the German museum administrator of the Argentine muse-
um, Hermann Burmeister, was financially invested in employing local men. 
"From the beginning Burmeister employed a hunter (cazador) whose entire 
job was to search for new materials to be exchanged, sold or added to the col-
26 See Susan Sheets-Pyenson, Cathedrals of Sciena: The Deuelopment of Colonial Natural Hi.story 
during the LaU Nineteenth Century (Kingston, 1988), for a thorough discussion of the administra-
tions and collections of colonial natural history museums in Melbourne, Christchurch, Montreal 
and Buenos Aires. 
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lections".27 Sheets-Pyenson analyzes the budgets of colonial museums to demon-
strate how South American museums were, above all else, pragmatic in employ-
ing members of the local community to collect specimens, relying on "collec-
tors working in the hinterlands whose finds enriched their holdings" .28 For 
the most part, all colonial museums had to be resourceful and creative in find-
ing ways to augment their meager budgets and compete with major European 
museums. What is most relevant is the fact that local hunters and local nat-
uralists had key roles in the development and success of colonial museums. 
Sheets-Pyenson discusses how colonial museums adapted to local circumstances 
and formed an integral part in the formation of scientific independence from 
Europe: 
Certainly museums in the hinterland did follow metropolitan models and did 
import European staff. But the persmviel often stayed on to shape a new kind 
of scientific career, while metropolitan patterns worked only insofar as local cir-
cumstances permitted. The very existence of these indigenous museums over-
seas, in. fact, militated against extreme scientific dependence, because they pro-
tected local treasures against plunder by European institutions. They may be seen 
as encouraging the first steps towards scientific independence, in the sense that 
they provided a haven for natural resources and products of the locality. They 
come to offer, in addition, scientific training and a variety of positions to native 
talents inclined towards natural history. 29 
As Sheets-Pyenson's account makes clear, this trend towards scientific 
independence was necessarily reliant upon a skilled local workforce. Debret's 
image of the Return of the Negro Hunters pictures this new profession of men 
who were essential in satisfying the demands of both local colonial institutions 
and foreign buyers. As we shall see, the foundation of a natural history muse-
um in Rio de Janeiro is intimately bound to the larger colonial enterprise. 
When Dom Joao arrived in Brazil he relocated Portugal's administra-
tive institutions on South American soil and in so doing started the process of 
building Rio into one of the great urban centers of the New World. He recre-
ated those institutions already in existence in Portugal, including the Royal 
Archive, the Royal Library, the Naval Academy, as well as the Royal Academy 
of Painting, Design, Sculpture and Civil Architecture.!lo The formation of the 
Royal Museum of Rio de Janeiro is another example of such colonial institu-
'fl S. Sheeta-Pyenson, Cathedrals, pp. 88-89. 
?8 Ibid., P· 90. 
29 Ibid., P· 101. 
50 For an extended discussion of the fint royal institutions established in Rio de Janeiro, 
see Vera Lucia Bottrel Tostcs, "Um Arsenal ao Servi~o do Rei", D. ]oiio VI e o seu tempo (Lisbon, 
1999), p. ~71. 
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tion building. Dom Joao VI created the Museu &a~ or Royal Museum of Rio de 
Janeiro on June 6, 1818 to "propagate the knowledge and study of the Natural 
Sciences of the Kingdom of Brazil". 31 He designated a particular street in the 
Campo de Sant' Ana district to build the magnificent edifice that would house 
the various collections and laboratories deemed necessary for the millions of 
native specimens of Braziliana to be examined and studied.32 
Joao VI appointed Father Jose de Costa Azevedo as Director of the Royal 
Museum -a position the Father held alongside his other duties as Director of 
the Cabinet of Physics and Mineralogy and Director of the Military Academy. 
We have no better illustration of this edifice than within Volume III of the 
Voyagi-. The Acclamation of D. Pedro in the Santa 'ana Plaza (fig. 7) not only demon-
strates the elevated status of the Portuguese Crown in relation to the crowd below, 
but it also pictures the front fa<;ade of the Royal Museum of Rio de Janeiro. 
Dom Pedro stands above the Brazili1n populace with the imperial flag raised 
high and juxtaposed against the front of the institution. From the viewer's 
vantage-point, this image serves as an excellent metaphor for the "space" of 
empire. In this illustration, the spatial juxtaposition of the Portuguese court 
with the fa<;ade of the Royal Museum, located in the right background, makes 
clear the centrality of the link between empire and natural history. 
In the early nineteenth century the Royal Museum was known colloqui-
ally as the "Natural History House" or the "Bird House" -a consolidation from 
the existence of previously disparate natural history collections throughout the 
city of Rio that were used by the military for the purposes of study. These var-
ious collections were unified and centralized with the 1818 decree, while at the 
same time a scientific library was established in the museum. The King pro-
vided financial support for all of these institutional endeavors. Though there 
is little surviving documentation concerning the first few years of the Royal Muse-
um's practices and policies, there is useful information regarding the museum's 
library. DomJoao issued a museum decree in 1820, declaring that "a box of 
prints" from Karl Friedrich Philip von Martius' Flora Brasiliensis should be pre-
served in the museum's collection, as well as the prints of other naturalists that 
would "serve the studies of curious people and be applied to the branch of the 
Natural Sciences".33 
It is particularly interesting that von Martius is noted here, as he was a 
Bavarian naturalist who worked in Brazil between the years 1817-1820 and whose 
~I The Portuguese document reads: "Querendo propagar os conhecimentos e estudos das 
&iencias Naturaes do Reino do Brazil..." For a transcription of DomJoao's royal decree see Dulce 
F. Fernandes da Cunha's authoritative, A Biblioteca do Museu Nacional do RW de Janeiro (Rio de Ja-
neiro, 1966), p. 20. 
s2 To give some indication of the architectural importance of this site, today the National 
Archives of Brazil are housed in this same edifice. 
" Cunha, A Biblioteca, pp. 22-23. 
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images Debret copied directly in his own book. By the year 1833 there were 
113 boxes of prints in the library's holdings, of which unfortunately there sur-
vives no detailed record.34 This further attests to the Crown's interest in com-
piling the textual and visual documentation of naturalist expeditions, which 
served as key function in the initial years of imperial institution building. The 
development of a Brazilian society, culture, and above all, economy, required 
an inventory of sorts, one of the natural resources, peoples, regions, and cul-
tural artifacts of this vast territory. Debret's Voyagi- catalogues all of these things 
and, in rendering them visible and apprehensible, must be seen as part of this 
same project. It represents both the kind of material collected by the Royal 
Museum -indeed his book is catalogued in the collection before 1863--- but 
it also recapitulates more generally the mandate of that institution: to gather 
together information on Brazil's natural resources and indigenous peoples 
and to relate these to the newly transplanted European culture. 
The Royal Museum's library inventory of 1863 provides scholars with valu-
able information regarding the kinds of books that were collected during the 
first fifty years of its existence. The name of "Jean-Baptiste Debret" is listed as 
the third individual whose works were acquired, followed on the next page by 
"Pradier" who produced "portraits of Dom Pedro I and Archduchess Leopol-
dina". 35 Pradier was the engraver who accompanied the French Artistic Mission 
to Brazil and completed almost all of the plates of Debret's drawings, includ-
ing portraits of Dom Pedro I and the Archduchess Leopoldina. In fact, it is 
most likely that the inventory portraits were based on Debret drawings, which 
were made into lithographs by the highly skilled Pradier. This points to the 
fact that Debret's images were considered "rare" and valuable artistic render-
ings for the archives of an imperial museum of Natural History. Of the other 
names included in the inventory, we find those of Humboldt, Ferreira, von 
Spix and von Martius, Darwin, and Comte -all of the naturalists and natural 
philosophers I discuss in relation to Debret's work and whose works can be sit-
uated within this progressivist framework. 36 
M This figure was taken from archival documents now housed in the Biblioteca Nacional in 
Rio de Janeiro, 1-33, p. 22, I-la pasta, Documentos da Flma Brasilensis as cited in Cunha, A BiblW. 
teca, p. 23. 
!15 The inventory for the Royal Museum's library lists Debret's name as the third in a series 
of naturalists/ artists of the early nineteenth century. Other names in this inventory include Johann 
Emanoel Pohl, Maria Graham,Johann Mauritz Rugendas, Eugene de la Michellerie,J. Steinman 
and N.J. Kelsey. These name were compiled in a section listing the "in-folio and rare books" in 
the museum's collection. Pradier's portraits are listed as items number fourteen and fifteen in a 
list of books in the Royal Museum's library collection -though, again, no date is given of their 
acquisition. See Cunha, A Biblioteca, pp. 173-174. 
i16 The complete inventory list for the Royal Museum's library is lengthy and broken into 
sections on "works", "periodical", "in-folios and rare" and "private collections". See Cunha, A Bi-
blioteca, pp. 62-200. 
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From journals and eyewitness accounts of the period --such as the trav-
el voyage by George Gardner, Britain's Superintendent of the Royal Botanic 
Gardens in Ceylon- we can glean valuable information concerning the organ-
ization and general ambience of the Royal Museum. 
The collection is contained in a building of moderate size, in the Campo de Santa 
Anna. There are some eight apartments which visitors are allowed to enter, one 
of these is devoted to the dresses, ornaments, arms, etc., of the aborigines of Brazil; 
another contains a number of cases of stuffed birds, foreign as well as indigenous, 
badly prepared, and but few of them named; another has a few mummy cases 
ranged along one side of it, from one of which the body has been taken, and placed 
in a glass case; the bindings have been unrolled from the head and feet, and 
both these parts are fully exposed. There are also in this room a very limited col-
lection of coins and medals, and a few paintings, one of which is a full-length 
portrait of the founder. Another apartment contains a few cases of quadrupeds, 
chiefly monkeys. Two rooms are allotted to a collection of minerals, which is the 
most extensive as well as the most interesting portion of the contents of the insti-
tution; the specimens are mostly European. The Museum is thrown open to the 
public every Thursday, from ten till four o'clock, and appears to be well fre-
quented.37 
From this and other passages we gain some sense that Gardner's view 
of the collection was somewhat jaundiced, but it is nonetheless useful, for it 
highlights the original organizational methods employed by the museum.38 
This description of the museum's eight apartments helps to confirm that 
Debret's compendium functioned as part and parcel of an ethnographic 
program that contained the discipline of "Natural History" within imperial 
and institutional walls. Furthermore, Gardner's narrative demonstrates that 
the collection was worthy of note by a foreign visitor, as well one that was vis-
ited by the local populace. 39 Debret most likely sketched the ethnographic 
37 This was compiled during Gardner's travels from England to the Island of Ceylon. See 
George Gardner, 1'ravels in the Interior of Braz.il, Principally through the Northern Pmvinas, and the Gold 
and Diamond Districts, during the Yean 1836-1841 (New York., 1970), pp. 35-36. [Orig. pub. London, 
1846] 
38 Gardner writes other, more unenthusiastic passages, concerning the museum displays: 
"It gives but a poor idea of the vast stores of animated nature which exist in the country. Lik.e 
many other museums, more attention has been given to the cases than to their contents". See 
Gardner, 1'ravels, pp. 35-36. 
39 Descriptions of the Royal Museum of Natural History in Rio were not limited to just 
Gardner. The Frenchman, Ferdinand Denis, also published an account of his travels through 
Brazil and portrayed the Royal Museum with similar language. See M. Ferdinand Denis, Brisil 
(Paris, 1837), pp. 119-120. 
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objects in the Royal Museum for his Volume I drawings of indigenous cul-
tural artifacts. 40 
Archduchess Leopoldina provided the initial inspiration for the 1818 royal 
decree establishing the Natural History Museum in Rio. Daughter of Emperor 
Franz I of Austria, sister of Napoleon's second wife, Empress Maria Louise, niece 
of Queen Marie Antoinette of France -Maria Leopoldina Josepha Carolina 
von Habsburg was an erudite young woman with a passion for the natural sci-
ences. She was to be an important figure in the institutionalization of natural 
history in Rio. The Archduchess Leopoldina came to Rio to marry the Crown 
Prince of Portugal, Dom Pedro I, Domjoao's son and the heir to the throne. 
She was to become the first Empress of Brazil. This marriage was designed to 
unite two important European dynasties -the Bragam;:as of Portugal and the 
Habsburgs of Austria. Their union had important consequences for the process-
es of colonization and urbanization in Brazil.41 Not only did the marriage of 
Leopoldina and Dom Pedro herald a new era of urban planning, but also more 
specifically, in its aesthetic "reconstruction", the Catholic monarchy fostered an 
atmosphere of intellectual exchange, as well as an interest in scientific inquiry 
and the creation of imperial institutions. 
Leopoldina heartily accepted this politically arranged marriage, since this 
union presented a unique opportunity for a learned woman and budding nat-
uralist. It was the chance to reign as Empress over the jungles of Brazil, where 
she could pursue her study of the natural sciences, especially botany. Leopol-
dina embarked on her voyage for Rio de Janeiro in 1817, and on January 24, 
1818, she wrote home exalting the "natural" aspects of her new land: 
The country is charming and full of delicious places -high mountains, green 
meadows, forests with rare and magnificent trees intermixed with the most beau-
tiful flowers; one sees birds flying that are incomparable for their plumage. It is 
necessary to say that Portuguese America would be a Paradise if not for the insup-
portable temperature of 88 degrees and many mosquitoes.42 
40 For a brief discussion of Debret's possible activities in the Royal Museum, as well as his 
possible contact with indigenous Brazilians, see John Hemming, Amazon Frontier: The Defeat of the 
Brazilian Indians (London, 1987), p. 488. 
41 
"The marriage of Dom Pedro to the daughter of the Austrian emperor was an act of 
extreme political importance and implied the recognition of the new Luso-Brazilian Empire by 
the great Catholic dynasties of the time. This was to add impetus to the planning of yet one more 
model city on the urban landscape of Rio de Janeiro, which had, until then, born the traces of its 
colonial past. This time, however, it was destined to become the example of aesthetic and urban 
reconstruction". See the exhibition catalogue, Mostm do Redescobrimento: Brasil 500 e Mais, Ane do 
Sirulo XIX-19th c. Art. (5ao Paulo, 2000), p. 49. 
42 Leopoldina's letters were written primarily to her father, the Emperor of Austria, and 
were usually composed in German or French. Most of her letters, including this one, have been 
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In July 1817, under the auspices of this new political alliance, Leopoldi-
na, together with her father Emperor Franz I of Austria and von Schreiber, the 
Director of the Imperial Museum of Natural History in Vienna, sponsored a 
naturalist expedition. Most importantly for our purposes, this European expe-
dition was composed of two Bavarian naturalists, Karl Friedrich Philip von 
Martius and Johann Baptiste von Spix, and the Austrian artist, Thomas Ender. 
These three collectively compiled the famous Flora Brasilensis upon their return 
to Germany. 43 The work of these men is significant for Debret, not only in that 
they were directly linked to the Luso-Brazilian Court and to an institution of 
natural history, but also because (as we shall see below) Debret himself bor-
rowed from their imagery for part of his own representations in Volume I of 
his Voyag& 
Leopoldina encouraged her new father-in-law, Domjoao, to establish the 
Royal Museum and even helped secure an important scientific manuscript by 
Baron Wilhelm Ludwig von Eschwege (on woods of the Brazilian rainforest) 
for the museum's library collection.44 Leopoldina's endeavors were not limit-
ed to expanding the holdings of the natural history museum in Rio, for it is 
also clear that she had a vested interest in contributing to the holdings of her 
Austrian homeland's museum as well. Her personal and diplomatic letters 
indicate that she was actively involved in procuring objects for the Imperial 
Museum of Natural History in Vienna -one of the most famous natural his-
tory collections in Europe and a museum in the process of refashioning itself 
from a Renaissance Imperial Kunstkammer to a post-Enlightenment scientific 
and cultural institution. On August 3, 1821, Leopoldina wrote to her beloved 
father, "I have been waiting six months for a transport from New Holland and 
the Island of Sumatra with products from the three natural kingdoms for the 
Museum of Natural History in Vienna, as they arrive I will send them safely 
along".45 No doubt, Leopoldina's active interest within the sphere of natural 
translated from German to Portuguese. This is my translation from the Portuguese: "O pais e 
encantador, cheio de logares deliciosos, montanhas elevadas, prados verdejantes, florestas com 
arvores raras e magnificas, entremeadas pelas mais lindas flores; vi:em-se esvoa~ar aves incom-
paraveis pela sua plumagem. E preciso dizer que a America portuguesa seria um Paraiso terrestre 
se nao houvesse um calor insuportlivel de 88 gr.ius e muitos mosquitos". See Luiz Norton, A Ciirte 
de Purtugal no Brasil: Notas, a/guns documentos diplomaticos e canas da Imperotrv. Leopoldina (Siio 
Paulo, 1938), p. 126. 
43 For further discussion of the impetus behind this expedition see Norton, A Ciirte, pp. 
155-156. 
44 A discussion of Leopoldina 's influence in the establishment of the Royal Museum is fea-
tured in Cunha's, A Biblioteca, p. 24. 
45 "&tou esperando dentro de seis mezes um transporte da Nova Hollanda e da Uha de 
Sumatra com produtos dos tres reinos da natureza para o Museu de Historia Natural de Vienna, 
logo que chegarem remetterei pela primeira opportunidade segura". For the extended letter, see 
Norton, A Ciirte, p. 446. 
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history collecting was one of the reasons that colonial Brazil saw such a flurry 
of heightened interest and sponsorship for scientific expeditions. 
The Portuguese Empire thus linked itself with a long European tradition 
of collecting naturalia, which, even as late as the nineteenth century, sometimes 
included indigenous people. In another letter from Leopoldina dated April 2, 
1821, she states how Johann Emanoel Pohl, an Austrian naturalist, gave her two 
Botocudo Indians, among various other curiosities: "Pohl brought for me a 
lion-like animal, a cross between a lion and a panther, a rare bird from China, 
a mule with its young, a hunchbacked cow, as well as many other animals and 
two botucudos [sic], which I can't separate myself from and that now live near-
by[ ... ] "46 As a final example of how imperial institutions functioned in colonial 
Brazil and how museums "collected" cultural artifacts through questionable 
power negotiations, Debret explains how the Portuguese museum administra-
tors took advantage of the presence newly urbanized indigenous population 
in Rio: "And when the government would enrich itself with new popula-
tions, the Museum of Natural History of Sao Crist6vao Palace would better its 
precious collection of [native] apparel and weaponry each day, offering sov-
ereignty, as a reward, to these indians [sic]". 47 The acquisition of legal rights 
within the Luso-Brazilian Empire was thus directly tied to the acquisition of 
ethnographic objects. 
With the advent of Brazilian Independence in 1822, Empress Leopoldi-
na and Emperor Dom Pedro bequeathed part of their personal library to the 
Royal Museum, including works of impressive cultural and scientific value for 
the period.48 Today, statues of them both stand at the entrance of the (current-
ly named) National Museum in the gardens of the Quinta da Boa Vista, attest-
ing to their key roles in the foundation of the museum. The Royal Museum 
of Rio de Janeiro was one facet in the creation of an ideology of empire. In 
colonies like Brazil, as in other "peripheral" spaces of the nineteenth-century 
world, the establishment of colonial museums was a means of ordering the 
dialectics of similarity and difference, civilization and savagery, center and mar-
gin. Through the medium of the museum's exhibition halls, the Portuguese 
Empire could situate its own identity and societal structure in relation to that 
of the local populace and indigenous peoples. In so doing, the empire could 
46 
"Pohl trouxe-me um leao producto de cruzamento do leao com panthera, uma ave 
muito rara de China, uma mula que tern filhos, um boi com corcova da Tartaria, alem de muitos 
outros animaes e dous botocudos que habitam na vizinhan~, dos quaes nao me quern scparar". 
For the extended letter, see Norton, A Ciirte, p. 439. 
47 
"E enquanto o govemo se enriqecia assim com novas popu.la~0es, o Museu de Hist6ria 
Natural do Palacio de Sao Cristovio melhorava dia a dia sua preciosa cole~o de vestimentas e 
armas, oferecidas como presente ao soberano, por esses Indios". See Debret, Milliet, Voy<JBI' (vol. 
I) , p. 25. 
48 Cunha, A Biblioteca, p. 64. 
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fashion the beginnings of a unified community with its own distinct history 
and culture, and thus project its own concept of civilization upon its colonial 
territories. In this specific instance, the Portuguese Crown's shaping of an 
institution of natural history provided a structure of attitudes and references 
that generated a Luso-Brazilian imperial discourse. As we have seen, the Royal 
Museum, in fashioning that discourse, depended on a largely unacknowl-
edged body of skilled local workers to traverse Brazil's vast territories in search 
of specimens. This professionalization, in tum, had profound effects on the 
individuals who participated in this system. 
Debret's image demonstrates how the collection of natural species and 
artifacts was a highly marketable skill for an economy now driven by the 
demands of metropolitan institutions. Many Brazilians of African descent, as 
members of a rural economy, knew the terrain of the Brazilian rainforests and 
were often hired as necessary and highly valued guides by European natural-
ists, were employed by the Royal Museum or were self-employed, as Debret 
represents them. These men obtained natural specimens, such as tropical 
birds, animals, and insects, as well as indigenous artifacts, for the European 
market, often gaining freedom from slavery in the process. As Debret states: 
This negro, not only happy for his freedom, is even more so for his industry, hav-
ing acquired, near to his liberator, a certain ability in the preparation of objects 
of natural history that make him desirable as a guide for a particular fee, payable 
upon return; and as a free man this time, he begins a first business venture.49 
The slave acquires not only liberty, but also a profession in a new capi-
talist economy. The labor of these Afro-Brazilian hunters provides them with 
a valuable and marketable set of skills, essential in an economy moving away 
from slavery. Debret links emancipation to enterprise, and in tum links enter-
prise to the formation of imperial administrative institutions. In this specific 
instance, the institution is one of natural history, only one of several similar 
endeavors of the period. 
The new Luso-Brazilian Empire required a skilled workplace to meet 
the economic demands of the burgeoning international interest in natural 
history and collecting, indicative of a much broader phenomenon -profes-
sionalizing of the local populace in agriculture, trade, industry and cultural 
production. Debret himself comes to Brazil to professionalize local painters, 
as a member of the French Artistic Mission. Debret shows us this key moment 
49 •ee negres, non-5eulement heureux de sa libene, !'est encore de son industrie, ayant 
acqui, aupres de son liberateur, un commencement d'habilite dans !es preparations d'objets 
d'histoire naturelle, qui le font recherer comme guide par une somme convenue, payable au 
retour; et en homme libre, cette fois, ii commence un premier voyage de speculation". See J.B. 
Debret, Vay~ (vol. II), p. 67. 
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in Brazil's history. Professionalizing local workers (whether Afro-Brazilian or 
indigenous) , and shifting away from a slave-based economy, represented the 
only viable way for the nation to prosper -these men were incorporated into 
a capitalist system. In R.etum of the Negro Hunters, we see in the figure of the 
Afro-Brazilian naturalist an example of such a skilled worker. At the same 
time that he is gaining a profession and providing a service for institutions, 
this Afro-Brazilian man is also gaining his freedom from slavery. Through his 
knowledge and skill, he makes the vast expanses of Brazil comprehensible and 
apprehensible. In Debret's own words, "combining intelligence to industry" 
he extends the scientific and the economic force of empire into the untamed 
regions of the emerging nation and "thus renders his profession, very lucra-
tively". As this paper has shown, it is only after Debret's lithographs have 
been properly contextualized within the ideological framework of Portu-
guese imperialism that we can apprehend their significant role within colo-
nialism's culture. 
AfJPendix 
Retour a la ville de Negres chasseurs 
C'est surtout a la TO(:a que s'elevant les negres qui deviennent chasseurs de 
profession. C'est la que, destines des leur jeunesse a accompagner les convois, 
ou meme leur maitre seulement, clans les longs et penibles voyages, i1s marchent 
toujours armes d'un fusil, autant pour leur surete personnelle que pour se 
procurer des vivres pendant les stations indispensibles au milieu des forets 
vierges. 
Aussi ce genre de vie devient-il une passion tellement dominante chez le 
negre de roc;a, qu'il n'aspire a la liberte que pour rentrer dans les bois comme 
chasseur de profession, et s'y livrer sans reserve au charme d'un penchant qui 
sert en meme temps ses interets. 
Libre alors, et affranchi de !'oppression du fouet (chicota), le droit de 
raisonner en fait deja un foumisseur aussi ruse que l'homme blanc, don't ii 
connait Jes gouts; et parfaitement au fait de la valeur d'une piece fine qui se 
trouve melee au gibier qu'il rapporte a la ville, ii va l'offrir de preference au 
cuisinier d'une bonne maison, qui la lui paie convablement; etjoignant l'in-
telligence a l'industrie, ii rend ainsi sa profession parfois tres-lucrative. 
D'autres negres chasseurs, voues plus particulierement aux collections 
d'histoire naturelle, vont stationner pendant plusieurs moisdans les forets, et 
reviennent, une ou plusieurs fois par an, rapporter les collections recueillies 
pour des amateurs d'histoire naturelle qui les attendent a Rio-Janeiro. 
Dans le meme but aussi, l'administtration du Museum imperial d'his-
toire naturelle de Rio-Janeiro entretient egalement, a sa solde, des negres 
chasseurs repandous sur divers points du Bresil. 
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Retour des Negres d'un Naturaliste 
Le negre capable d'etre hon esclaue d'un natumliste peut se regarder comme le 
modele du plus genereux compagnon de voyage, et dons l'intelligence egale 
le devouement. Aussi avons-nous vu de frequents exemples de generosite exer-
cee par des naturalistes etrangers, qui, Venus au Bresil pour le visiter, au retour 
de leurs excursions dans l'interieur, ont donne la liberte a leur fidele com-
pagnon de voyage, en recompense de ses penibles services. 
Ce negres, non-seulement heureux de sa liberte, l'est encore de son indus-
trie, ayant acquis, aupres de son liberateur, un commencement d'habilite dans 
les preparations d'objets d'histoire naturelle, qui le font recherer comme 
guide par une somme convenue, payable au retour; et en homme libre, cette 
fois, ii commence un premier voyage de speculation. 
Reste-t-il en ville, devenu naturaliste a son tour, ii se sert de l' entremise 
de quelques domestiques negres pour s'introduire chez les ministres etrangers, 
et leur offrir des objets d'histoire naturelle, don't la vente lui procure de nou-
velles commandes. 
Et cepend~nt la liberte n'est pas tottjours la recompense qu'il ambi-
tionne; on en a vu d'autres, par exces des devouement a leur maitre, don't ils 
avaient plusieurs fois sauve les jours, lui demander, comme recompense, de le 
suivre et de mourir a son service. 
En examinant le groupe de negres qui descendent, on reconnaitra dans 
les produits de leur chasse quelques animaux don't la chair est recherchee 
sur les tables; d'abord le tatou (fourmillier), que l'on voit id suspendu au 
bout du baton du chasseur a mi-corps: ce petit animal, la plupart du temps 
enfoui dans les enormes fourmilieres du Bresil, est revetu d'une enveloppe 
osseuse et a charnieres, espece de cuirasse sous laquelle ii se reploie en rond, 
et peut tout a la fois cacher sa tete et ses pattes: systeme de defense de la famille 
des crustaces. Les Bresiliens apprecient beaucoup la delicatesse de sa chair, 
assez semblable a celle du lapin, desagreable au palais europeen par son gout 
sauvage et l'analogie de son odeur avec celle d'l'urine de chat, que ne peut 
absorber la force des assaisonnements qu'on lui prodigue a outrance. On voit 
aussi, attache et suspendu au baton du chasseur, coiffe d'un chapeu de paille 
surmonte d'un panache, le grand lezard, autre quadrupede remarquable aussi 
par la delicatesse de sa chair, mais don't la saveur rappelle a la fois celle de la 
grenouille et du lapin. 
Arrive a la ville, ce precieux gibier trouvera facilement acquereur au 
prix de 3 pat<M/.uas (6 francs de France) . 
L'arbre a larges feuilles decoupes, place sur la hauteur, est l'imbawa, 
commun dans les endroits humides. On le nomme vulgairament l' arbre du 
~sseux, nom emprunte du quadrupede porte ici par le troisieme chasseur. 
Le parweux est !'animal a longs poils grisatres et a physionomie souri-
ante, porte ici dans l'attitude d'un singe tenant un baton passe derriere sa 
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tete; ii doit son nom a la singuliere lenteur de ses mouvements et a son immo-
bilite presque habituelle. Avec un visage en quelque sorte humain, don't Ies 
levres expriment le sourire, et les sourcils l'etonnement, ii parait tellement 
insensi~le a la meurtrissure d'un coup de baton, que, toujours impassible en 
ce :as, ti se ~~nten~e, au bout de quelques secondes, de tourner tant soit peu 
la tete, don t d arrete le mouvement comme par oubli de la douleur. 
Toujours indolent, meme quand ii est presse par la faim, on le voit met-
tre un temps infini a grimper a I'imhawa, arbre don't les feuilles sont sa nour-
riture exclusive. 
Suffisamment rassasie avec une ou deux de ces feuilles, ii se laisse non-
chalamment glisser le long du trone, pour s'eviter la peine de descendre; et 
enfin, accroupi par terre, ii digere a son aise dans un etat lethargique, moment 
opportun pour le prendre. On se sert a volonte de deux moyens prudents 
pour l'emporter. Le premier est de l'accrocher par les ongles des mains a un 
baton, auqued ii reste suspendu pendant la rout. Le second est celui dessine 
id: fixant ainsi toute son attention vers ses bras, ii abandonne volontiers le 
reste de son corps aux mouvements que l' on veut lui donner. 
II est facile de reconnaitre le negre du naturaliste, et a sa maniere de rap-
porter un. serpente vivant, et a son enorme chapeu de paille herisse de papil-
lons et d'1~sects, embroches a de longues epingles. II marche toujours arme 
de son fusd, et portant en sautoir sa boite a insectes. 
Les naturalistes du Bresil suppleent a l'usage du liege dans la gamiture 
des boites, au moyen de la souche blanche, molle et filandreuse du nopal ou 
cactus a raquette (pao pit en portugais). 
On s'en sert egalement en guise d'amadou, et allume, pour conserver 
du feu d'un jour a l'autre pendant les voyages. 
A Rio-Janeiro on reconnait aussi, au redoublement d 'activite de ces 
negres naturalistes, l'arrivee de chaque navire fran~ais, don't les officiers sont 
generalement tres-amateurs de collections d'histoire naturelle. 
(This passage was transcribed from J.B. Debret, Voyagt- (vol. II), pp. 67-68). 
